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INTRODUCTION 
"DETERIORATION OF a vehicle with time is inescapable, whether from normal wear, 
abuse, defective construction, improper  maintenance, poor quality of original or repair 
parts, inadequate skill of mechanics  or other factors. With the deterioration of such 
components as brakes, steering systems, and tires, the chances of  the vehicle becoming 
involved in a crash increase." This assertion was made by the Secretary of Transportat ion 
in his July 1968 report to the Congress (1968) and it reflects the intuitive approach taken 
by some highway safety advocates. They believe vehicle aging leads to deterioration and 
that deterioration makes older vehicles, compared with new ones, more prone to crashes 
and more susceptible to damages when crashes occur. As a result of  both, they argue, older 
vehicles contribute disproportionately to highway losses. 
Since the recommendations of  the above report will influence highway safety counter- 
measures, it is important that the underlying hypotheses be carefully investigated. At the 
time this study was begun (more than a year before the Secretary's report was released), 
this question was asked: Are measurable crash phenomena associated with aging, and, 
if so, how may these be influenced by countermeasures such as motor  vehicle inspection? 
Since past studies did not adequately examine the questions, this project was designed to 
investigate certain relevant factors in more detail. 
THE EXPERIMENTAL PLAN 
Two basic questions have been asked in this project. First, is the severity of a given crash 
a function of vehicle age? Second. is the probability of crash (of given severity) a function 
of vehicle age'? (The statistical treatment of these questions is described elsewhere in this 
report.) 
Simple analyses seem to show a positive correlation between increasing crash rates and 
increasing vehicle age. Schreiber and Schechter (1962) produced data (from their own 
study and two earlier ones) first indicating that the number of crashes per mile travelled 
increases as vehicle age increases. However, when they subjected their data to further 
*This study was sponsored by The University of Michigan Highway Safety Research Institute. However. 
the conclusions are those of the authors and should not be interpreted as representing the ,,Jews of either the 
University or the Institute. 
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analysis this positive correlation ~as sho~n to bc an artifact of their analytical method, 
and a final analysis indicated no discernible correlation bet~een the t~o  variables, lit 
should be noted that their stud', in~ol~ed a fleet of cars in ~ hich the miles actuall,, travelled 
by individual vehicles ~ere measurable. I 
The approach taken here differs from earlier studies primarily in the more detailed 
classification of crashes and in the techniques used for de~eloping sample and control 
populations. In the sample populations obtained for earlier studies, crashes were treated 
as a single criterion ~ithout regard to severitv. To determine whether certain aging--crash 
characteristics might have been masked by this broad treatment, the crashes in the present 
study ~ere categorized according to severity: thtal crashes, severe personal injury crashes, 
and minor crashes. (The classification procedures are described in a later section.) 
The problem of controlling for exposure to crash-producing situations always creates 
uncertainties in studies of this type. Earlier investigators have used 'mi les  travelled'" 
as the relevant parameter. Ho~ve~er, Schreiber and Schechter point out that the risk of 
crashes also varies markedly as a /'unction of driving conditions. 
In this study, exposure has been controlled simply by assuming that the crash risk for 
vehicles of a given age is directly related to the proportion of the total vehicle population 
represented by the number of vehicles of  that age. This eliminates the necessity of obtaining 
mileage data (an important advantage, since obtaining reliable mileage data for vehicles 
in the general population is difficult). 
S A M P L I N G  M E T H O D O L O G ' ~  
Choosing the overall vehicle-age distributions as the control parameter raises the 
dit~cult problem of insuring that the crash-vehicle sample is drawn from the same popu- 
lation as is the control sample. Despite their large numbers ~hen integrated over time and 
space, the number of crashes occurring within a given time period and -within a given 
geographic area is small. Similarly, vehicle-age distribution is a function of both time and 
space. For example, a vehicle involved in a crash in Detroit, Michigan. in January is almost 
certain to have come from a significantly different vehicle population than a vehicle 
involved in a crash in Traverse City, Michigan, in August. 
In order to control this problem, crash data were drawn from limited geographic areas 
during a given fixed time period. Three Michigan counties. Washtenaw, Kalamazoo,  and 
Muskegon, were selected as the area laboratories to test the geographic extent of any 
patterns which might emerge. Washtenaw County, the home county of The Highway 
Safety Research Institute, where the research was conducted, offers a mix of rural and town 
driving, with a single large-town complex (Ann Arbor - Ypsilanti) embedded in an other- 
wise rural small-town county. The county is crossed east to west ([-94 and U.S. 12) and 
north to south (U.S. 23) by major t r a~c  arteries. Kalamazoo and Muskegon Counties 
were selected because their geographical and population characteristics seem to match 
those of Washtenaw County adequately; both counties are predominantly rural, each 
containing a single large town (Kalamazoo and Muskegon, respectively). Kalamazoo 
County is crossed east to west (I-94) and north to south (U.S. 31) by major arteries, and 
Muskegon County is crossed north to south by a major artery (U.S.-31) and is the western 
terminus of anotheq(l-96).* 
* O f  these t ra~c  arteries, 1 94. which is a major link between Detroit and Chicago. is probably the most 
heavily travelled. 1-96.'linking Detroit, Lansing. and Grand Rapids. probably stands second. U.S. 23. being 
part of the major nor th-south  artery in Michigan, carries much holiday trat~c and is a link bet,*een the industrial 
complex around Saginaw and Bay City and lower south-east Michigan. However. the most heavily travelled 
portions of U~S:-23 are probably north of Washtena,a County 
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For comparison, the relevant populations from each of the counties and their major 
cities are sho~vn in Table I. 
F\Iu I I PI~t'I I \ I l i a \  I ) \ l  X IL)66 
~,O O{ 
Count,. Popu la t i on*  ,. chicle,:" Major  c i t.,, Popula t ion  
K a l a m a z o o  16%- 12 77.321 K a l a m a z o o  x2.1lSvt 
M uskegon 149.943 ~G .,',,x4 \1 u' ,kegon 40.4,';5 
~,k ilnhtetlav, 17".44H S0.662 Ann Arbor  6-.34n 
The period bet~een January 1. 1966 and September30. 1966, ~as selected as the study 
time frame. (The September 30 cut-off'eliminated 1967 vehicles introduced about October 
l, 1966.) 
During the stud? time frame, legally reportable crashes were those ' in  which any person 
is killed or injured or in ~vhich damage in excess oF SI00.00 is done to the property of any 
one person . . .".~ Police officers investigate and report all elig, ible crashes called to their 
attention, and original copies of the reports are maintained in the Michigan State Police 
central record files located in East Lansing, Michigan. The reports are filed chronologically 
by county, allowing for straightforward procedures in sampling from the relevant crash 
populations. 
This study is limited strictly to four-wheeled passenger automobiles (trucks. buses. 
and cycles are excluded, as are automobiles involved in accidents with pedestrians). 
The only parameters of concern are model year (the vehicle age parameter) and crash 
severity. 
Obtaining control samples describing (in terms of vehicle age distributions) the popu- 
lations from which the crash samples were drawn is difficult, since the parent vehicle 
populations were continually changing in make-up throughout the study time frame. 
Consequently. the distribution representing the aggregate population cannot be measured 
at an instant in time. but instead must be derived. Accordingly, procedures were developed 
for deriving such distributions from published passenger car registration records. These 
procedures and the problems encountered are vital to the validity of this work: they are 
described in Appendix A. 
T H E  D A T A  
Devising a crash-severity classification scheme for this study was aided materially by 
the uniform accident reporting form in use throughout Michigan. Omcers investigating 
accidents estimate and record the extent of injuries sustained by every occupant of each 
vehicle involved in a crash. Injuries are reported according to five discrete severity levels 
ranging from fatal injury to no injury. Although police officers gain expertise in evaluating 
injuries, neither their training nor their working conditions make for accurate medical 
judgments. What may appear to be a serious injury at the accident scene may prove to be 
minor and vice versa. However. the end points to the injury spectrum--fatal injury and 
no injury--are relatively objective. (When deaths occur after removal from the scene, the 
* Data Source: 1967 edition Michigan Official High,.,.ay Map (1960 census or later). 
- Original registrations ol'1966 series license plates (valid I1 I 65 through 10 31 66). Data source: Michigan 
Department o f  State. 
{ See Michigan Vehicle Code (Re;ision o1" 1965), Section 200. Minimum reportable propert~ damage has 
since increased to $200. 
on- the-spo t  repor t  is changed  accord ingly . )  To reduce eva lua t ion  errors  and  to increase 
the sizes of  the samples  in each ca tegory  the da ta  were re-cast into only three severity 
classes:  
C l a s s A :  Fata l  injury crashes.  These are hereaf ter  referred to as fetal crashes.  
Class B: Severe personal  injur?  crashes.  These are hereaf ter  referred to as severe crashes.  
C l a s s C :  Minor  personM injury or  only p rope r ty  damage  crashes.  These  are hereaf ter  
referred to as minor  crashes.  
Injuries,  o f  course,  occur  only to people  and not  to the vehicles themselves,  except in 
terms of  p rope r ty  damage .  Therefore .  the fol lowing measure  ~as  deve loped  for associa t ing  
vehicles with c rash  severity : each vehicle was ass igned severity class A, B, or C accord ing  
to the most  severe injury sus ta ined by any occupan t  of  the vehicle. To i l lus t ra te :  it" a 
three-car  crash p roduced  one person killed in one vehicle, one person injured seriously 
in the second,  and  only p rope r ty  damage  to the third,  then the three vehicles would receive 
severity classif icat ions A, B, and  C, respectively.  (In an a l ternat ive  scheme, every vehicle 
was classified accord ing  to the most  severe injury to any occupan t  of  any car  in the crash.  
Since analyses  of  the da ta  g rouped  in that fashion suggest  no different inferences,  they 
have been omi t t ed  from this repor t . )  
All  fatal crashes occur r ing  within the s tudy t ime frame and abou t  ten per cent of  all 
r epor ted  non-fa ta l  crashes are included in the s tudy.  Because non-fa ta l  accident  repor ts  
tire filed chrono log ica l ly  by township  in each county ,  the follou, ing sampl ing  technique 
was used. The f irst  r e c o r d  in each township  and every tenth record  thereaf ter  were sampled ,  
and if fearer than 10 records  remained  in a file af ter  the Iast examined ,  no more  were 
selected from it. The p rocedure  was designed to p roduce  a sample  of  sl ightly more  than 
ten per cent o f  all non-fa ta l  crashes.  
Tables  2, 3 , a n d  4 .p resen t  da ta*  f rom each of  the three s tudy count ies ,  and Table  5 
presents  all the da ta  together .  The fol lowing da ta  are included in each table :  
T, 'q~l  I 2 .  K ~.( . ' ,~ ,I ' , /{)()  ( ( ) t  \ I Y  l ) ( ) l ' t  I A l l ( ) \  ~.~.MI)I IS  
Crashes 
Model  C o n t r o l  
, ,ear Fired Se'~crc M i n o r  P o p u l a t i o n  
1966 2 5 7I) 242 
1965 3 5 108 4~5 
1964 4 7 t~7 3S,X 
1963 2 5 1()6 33s 
1962 [ 8 74 307 
[961 2 5 62 249 
[961) 4 '4 67 272 
1959 (} 4 46 207 
195~ 2 12 77 421 
gota l  20 60 707 2909 
* Unfortunately, crash vehicles were not categorized by county of  registration. This means if out-of-county 
cars Frequcntl.', came into the three counties, to crash, then there may be ~,omc bia> in the cra~,h data. Ho~,.cvcr. 
thi:, is bclie',cd not to be a ,;erious fauh (ahhough one that should be corrected in future ,>,ork) in ',ie~ of the 
tindings of thi,, report. 
The ar,,,c~ciation o f  acc iden t  sc , . c r i t ;  and frequent., .  ~,.ith ' ,chicle age 
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( ' rashc- ,  
Model  C o n t r o l  
~car Fata l  Sc~cre M i n o r  p o p u l a t i o n  
1'466 H ~ 59 194 
1965 I 4 86 31)6 
1964 1 4 61 294 
1963 3 3 75 29s 
1962 H 5 • 7O 263 
1961 4 7 6S 2 2 { )  
1960 2 5 56 253 
1959 2 4 37 IS5 
195~ 3 9 97 394 
_ 4  _ / Tota l  17 44 61}'4 " " -
T-~BI.I( 4 .  W A S F t T E N A W  ( ( ) t ' X T ' ~  P()PL I -',,II()N S ~ M I ' [ . I S  
Crashes  
Model  C o n t r o l  
Year  Fa ta l  Severe M i n o r  p o p u l a t i o n  
1966 7 10 56 336 
1965 9 9 76 658 
1964 7 11 67 525 
196t. 4 11 37 4_~" 
1962 1 8 32 342 
1961 I 5 28 241 
1960 3 3 37 256 
1959 2 3 21 184 
1 9 5 8 .  I 9 28 391 
To ta l  35 69 382 3356 
T A B L E  5. 3 - C o u N l l E ~ ;  P(}PL:I.A1Z()N SAMI' IJ .£  
Crashes 
Model  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  C o n t r o l  
yea r  Fa ta l  Severe M i n o r  p o p u l a t i o n  
1966 l0 18 185 772 
1965 13 18 270 1449 
1964 12 22 225 1207 
I963 9 19 218 1059 
1962 2 21 176 932 
1961 7 18 158 710 
1960 9 17 160 7 S I 
1959 4 I1 104 576 
1958 6 30 202 1206 
Tota l  72 174 1698 8692 
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( . h m m  I The modci '.c.~ el ~hc cr;p,h ,.chMo,. ( l)uta from ouch ~,c;_tr arc lb, tcd indi- 
, . idual l , .  I t em  IgSw .'.h:-ou~h Igt'~,'~. \ chicle' ,  o f  lgSX v in ta#e or  o lde r  ;ire li,,ted 
to~ethcr  ;~., 5", I 
(u / ,mn  2 The a~e di,nibut~,m ,,I klt;tl cra',h ~chicl¢~ (The complete population gencr- 
;.tied dl l r in~, the ",tud',. ' i l l lC  I r ; l l l lC. )  
( - /mmz_q The  a,,e= d i~ t r i hu t i o r ;  e l  ,c ' ,crc  c i ; t , h  ~ehiclc,,. ISl i~htl~. ~reatcr  than a I() per 
c o n [  S; t l l lp l ,~ '  ? 
(~dunm 4 ] ;he  a~c d i - , l r i h u t l o l l  o l  m h l o r  cr;t>h ,,chiclc~,. IS l i ~h t l y  greater  than a I{) per 
, J c n [  S; , . t l l l t ] ic  ) 
( . / umn  ~ The a~c di.,trihutlol~, o l  the ~chMc population ~hich produced the cra~,h 
,.chicle-, ISlid~tl,, Ic>, thorn ;~ 4 per cent  ~,arnplc scc A p p e n d i x  A.) 
Stat is t ical  tc,,b, hax c been made  { the rcsutt-, arc COtlt;.titlcd in the next sect ion)  showing  
that no ,Ji>tributi~:~ ol cra,,ho.l ,.ch, iclc, in the fotlr da ta  -,¢t~ i> £a t i s t ica l l , ,  dil t 'ercnt f rom the 
pa ren t  p o p u l a t i n n  From ',,.hi~_i~ ~t ~'.a~, dra~,,n. A l t h o u g h  the most  i m p o r t a n t  h'~t'crcncc.,, arc 
to be drav. n f rom thi ,  lindll~,_,, some  reprc~,cntz~ti,,c da ta  plob, ma,. prove  helpful  to the 
reader.  Accordingl. , , .  t t~, I ,. '.cprc-,ci]tiI>g t'at;ll. :,,c\.cIc. and Illillor in ju ry  popu la t ion : ,  
rc.',pccti'.cl.,,, arc pieced ;it thi~, poin t  in lhc rcp,.,rt. Since m., statist icall , ,  difl 'ercnt t rends  
v, crc detected a m o n c  the ~_t;~t;t ,ct.,. Ihc plots ha : c  hccn lirrlitcd to the l u m p e d  da ta  f rom 
t]lC three cotlntic~. 
Bclorc these figurc~, are d iscussed,  the p a r a m e t e r  p lo t ted  mus t  be defined.  The  da ta  in 
each sample urc di,,trlh,.ltcd h\ model ,,car. The " in\ol ' ,cmcnt  percentage" o1" an',, model 
,,ear in a n ;  cra>h -<t~,,,ptc ,,,~ c~,mputcd a> the q u o t i e n t  o l  the n u m b e r  of  vehicles or  that  
model ,,car divided h,, the tolLil i1Linlbcr ol  kehiclc.,, in the crash sample:  the "'control 
pcrccnta~,c"= o ran \ ,  p,l~dcJ ~, c;.[l-ii~ a c o n t ro l  ,.chicle pc~pt|l;.ltion m ay  be o. ' ,mputcd sin| i larl , , .  
(Thus .  it there ;,,crc ten I'0(,(-, mc, dcl cat+:, ill tztt;.tl cr;.t:,.hc>, and  a total  o f  100 cars o r a l l  mode l  
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FICi. 3. Minor crashes involvement percenlages (3 counlies dotal). 
be I0 per cent.) Hav ing  generated such percentages,: one can compare the [rend o f  crash 
invo lvement  wi th  the con t ro l  popu la t ions  by rel'erence to Figs. I, 2 and 3 which p lot  
invo lvement  percentages and con t ro l  percentages together (fatal crashes, severe crashes 
and m ino r  crashes, respectively). Figure 4 shows the invo lvement  percentages for al l  
three severity classes p lot ted together. (Table 6 contains the data p lot ted in Figs. I~4.) 
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fiX, ~'~ / k ::"--"~ Severe croshes 
6 a=-.----~, Minor croshes 
]P / \ \  
=_,,~; ~_.A \ \'~'.oX i / 
66 65 6,,.l, 63 I I  81 60 59 58 4- 
Vehicle age mcreospng 
Fl(;. 4 C o m p a r i s o n  o f i n v o i ' , e m e n t  perccntugct ,  t3 coun t i e s  d a l a i  
For any age (model year) in which the crash involvement percentage exceeds the control 
percentage, vehicles or" that  age are over-represented in the crash population. Likewise, 
vehicles of a given age are under-represented in the crash population when the control 
percentage exceeds the crash involvement percentage. (One could divide the two percen- 
tages to produce an "'over-representation'" r a t i o  however, since the crash populations are 
not statistically different from the control populations, such ratios might be misleading 
in these cases.) 
Two observations about these figures are worth making. One is that the involvement 
percentages of /:atal and severe crashes are much less stable with respect to the parent 
population than are the minor crashes. This greater stability for the minor crashes is 
probably a product of the larger samples. The second is that the crash involvement per- 
centages (particularly for the minor crashes} trace the parent population with remarkable 
precision. 
D A T A  A N A L Y S E S  
TAHIL ft. ["~ [ ~,ES,IIiN1 PER(ENTa.(it ])AI.~. I-OR ~IGURES l~ ,  i- 
(3 ( 'or ",l Itis) 
Invo lvement  pe rcen t ages  
Mode l  
,,'ear C o n t r o l  
Fa ta l  Severe M i n o r  p o p u l a t i o n  
1966 13"89 I O .~x4 10"~9 X. ,"¢ 3 
1965 18"06 10-34 I 5"9(/ I6"56 
1964 16"67 1264  [ 3" 25 1382  
1963 12"50 10-92 12.84 1215  
1962 2" 78 I 2-07 10-36 10" 7 I 
1961 9.72 11).34 9.31 8-1~ 
[960 1 2 5 0  9 7 7  9-42 9.01 
1959 5.56 6 3 2  6.12 6.65 
1958 - 8.33 17-24 I 1.90 13.92 
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T h e  analyses were designed to detect aging phenomena associated ~ith vehicles involved 
in crashes. Two suspected phenomena were: ( 1 ) given that crashes occur to vehicles of all 
ages, the population of vehicles involved in more serious crashes is likely to differ in age 
characteristics: and. (2) the age distribution of the crash population is likely to differ from 
the age distribution of the parent population from which it is drawn. 
Reported 
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distributed statistically statistically differently by age 
differently by age 
FIc;. 5. Sampl ing  and  analytical  schemes.  
The analytical scheme followed may be explained easily by reference to Fig. 5. (The data 
I'rom each of three counties and the lumped data have been organized separately and 
analyzed as described here.) The populations of the three crash samples (fatal, severe, and 
minor) were tested to determine whether they are distributed differently with respect to 
age. (For reasons to be explained, first the two non-fatal populations were compared;  
then they were lumped and compared with the fatals.) Next, it was planned to compare 
each crash population with the sample drawn from the total vehicl~ population to test for 
differences in the age-distributions. However. as we shall see. because the crash samples 
did not differ, it was only~ccessary to compare the non-fatal qrash population to the con- 
trol population sample. 
Had aging phenomena been det'ected, over-representation ratios would have been com- 
puted and used to show how the phenomena vary with age. Even though the results of the 
analyses showed that oVer-representation ratios from these', data are not statistically 
different from one. the concept is important and has been retained in the followifig dis- 
cussions. 
A S S O C I A T I O N  O k  ( ' R A S H  S E V E R I T Y  A N D  V E H I C L E  A G E  
The basic question under investigation in this section is: given that an accident has 
occurred, is there any detectable association be,tween vehicle.age and severity of injury 
sustained by the occupants'? 
44 J(l~tf 'H ~,% L I I I I I  \ \ 1 )  t , ~ [ [ l l \ \ l  K H x l l  
Let us denote the'probability that ',ehiclcs o l a g e  i IA)  : i re invol'~ed in crashes of  se;erit,, 
/ (S)  by Pr { A .  S..!Crash } . l l  age and se,,erit,, are independent, this probability can be 
v, ritten as Pr 7 S, tCrash } Pr ~ A, Crash } . T h a t  is. the joint probability o f sever i ty  
and a~e is equal to the product of  the maro_ina[ probabilities of  these t'actors. The crash 
samples will be cised to test the hypothesis  o f  independence bet~een age and se',eritv. 
Crash-in, .ohed vehicles are classified bv ,~ehicle age and se,,erit,, o[  the most se,,ere 
injury suflered in the ,.ehicLe. Vehicle age has been estimated b,, the model year of  the 
vehicle and severit,, has been assigned t'rom one of  the three classifications: I~ltal crashes. 
se,,erc crashes, or minor crashes. 
The non-fatal crash data were collected bv taking a ten per cent stratified systematic 
sample from the three counties.  Bivariate frequency tables for vehicle age versus crash 
sexerit,, ha,,e been presented in Table 7. 
The Z: test. documented in statistical texts such as Hogg  and Craig (1965). is 
commonh'  used to test for association in such contingenc,, tables, and it has been used here 
to test the null hypothesis of  independence bet;~een the minor crash distributions and 
the severe crash distributions sho,,vn in these Tables. In all cases, the attained 7.: statis- 
tic ,aas tess than that required ['or rejection o[  the null hypothesis at a 0-05 level of  signi- 
ficance. (All cases in this stud,, had 8 degrees o f  freedom, requiring Z: : 15-5 for significance 
tit the 0 0 5  level.) This leads one to infer that once a non-fatal crash occurs, the se,.erity 
does not vary significantly with the age of  the vehicles in the populations.  
Fatal crash data ~ere collected by exhausti',elv sampling Fatal accidents occurring 
during the sample time frame in all three counties. Although stricth speaking these 
data are not samples inasmuch as all the cases in a county are included, they have been 
treated as random samples From some lar,.zer geographical reeion and or lom, er time frame. 
It was then asked whether the age distribution of  fatal crash vehicles is different from the 
age distribution of  non-fatal crash vehicles. Again. 7.: tests have been used to test the 
hypothesis that these mult inominal  distributions are not different. The samples and 
resulting Z" statistics are presented in Table 8. 
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;(2 = 8.40 ~(2 = 4.80 ;(2 = 5.08 X 2 = 7.25 
In all cases the data fail to yield ;(2 statistics large enough to reject the hypothesis of no 
difference in the underlying populations. That is, the data show no significant differences 
between the age distributions of vehicles in the fatal and in the non-fatal cr~ish vehicle 
populations. 
In summary, no significant statistical differences have been found among the age 
distributions of crashed vehicles, classified according to crash severity. The implications 
of this will be discussed in another section..  
A S S O C I A T I O N  OF C R A S H  O C C U R R E N C E  A N D  V E H I C L E  A G E  
In studying the associatioh of crash frequency with any parameter (in this case vehicle 
age) one attempts to estimate the probability of a crash given a particular value of that 
parameter. Hence, in this study Pr { Crash[A~ } is estimated using Bayes' Theorem 
expressed as" 
Pr { Crash[A, } 
Pr { A~ Crash} x Pr { Crash } 
Pr { A,lerash }xPr { Crash } +Pr  { A, No Cragh } xPr  {No Crash } 
A more useful form of this expression may be obtained by transforming these pro- 
babilities to odds, where the odds in favor of any event A are:Pr(A)/[l-Pr(A)].After 
some manipulation, the above expression becomes: 
Odds { Crash[ Aj } = 
Pr { A, J Crash } 
Pr {A, I No Crash } 
x Odds {Crash }. 
Thus, the odds in favor of a crash, given vehicle age i, are equal to the "likelihood ratio" 
of vehicle age in the crash and non-crash populations times the prior unconditional odds 
in favor of an accident. This is a most useful representation, for the "likelihood ratio" 
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(or " 'o~er - representa t ion  r a t i o " ) i s  exactl~ the "'v~cight" b~ ~h ich  know, ledge o t ~ e h i c l c  
age increases our  es t imate  o f  the probabilit,~ {odds) of  a crash.  
Hence. an o~er - represen ta t ion  rat io grouter than I tor a given vehicle age indicates 
that  the odds  in t'a~or o l a  crash arc increased.  & rat io equal  to I indicates  no c h a n g e  
Since onlx a sample  from the crash and non-crash  popu la t ions  {the control  ,~amplc 
descr ibed earl ier)  is a~ai lable ,  o~cr - represcn ta t ion  rat ios can onl,. be es t imated  (rom oklr 
data .  Theret 'ore . -before  a t t ach ing  meaning  to them. the da ta  should bc tested to de te rmine  
whether  these crash population., ,  and cont ro l  popul: l t ion> 'arc in fact different.  
Since the da ta  come from mul t inomia l  popu la t ions ,  the Z-" test has again been 
used to test whether  the t ~ o  popula t ion: ,  arc the same. The samples  and resuhing Z 2 
stat ist ics are presented in Table  9. As bcfl~rc, the a t ta ined  Z: >tatiytic,~ rcxeuI i1o signil icant 
differences at the 0.05 level o f  significance.* That  i.,. no c~idence has been tou'nd to reject 
the hypothes is  that the true o~cr - represcn ta t ion  ratio~ are equal to I .  
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L I M I T A T I O N S  IN D A T A  . A N D  ~ \ N A L Y S I S  
The da ta  are  l imited geograph ica l l ?  to three count ies  and in t ime to rune m o n t h s  
consequently,  it may not represent a random sample with respect to some larger geogra- 
phical and, or time population. However, no unusual disturbing variables affecting the 
sample obtained are suspected, so inferences might reasonably be extended to some larger 
population. Nevertheless. a larger sample would be desirable in validating or rejecting 
the results o f  these analyses. 
In addition, although the X 2 tests which have been applied to the data hold strictly 
for asymptotic (very large) samples, practical historical experience documented by 
Grizzle (1967) and others suggests them to be applicable when all expected counts reach 
live or more. In several places in this study, counts smaller than five were obtained, es- 
pecially in the fatal crash populations.  Hen'ce. a larger random sample would enhance 
the val id i ty  of  X 2 tests. 
* The  W a s h t e n a w  C o u n t y  P o p u l a t i o n  differences  a l o n e  are  jus t  s igni f icant  a t  the 0.05 level. Hm*ever ,  s ince 
there  is no  o b v i o u s  t r end  in the " ' o v e r - r e p r e s e n t a t i o n ' "  r a t i o  for this coun t , ,  a n d  since the poo led  d a t a  reflect no 
s igni f icant  d i f ferences ,  we have  c h o s e n  not  to ana lyze  this fur ther .  
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D I S C U S S I O N  
With respect to the data samples included in this stud,,, the important findings are: 
(I) The populations of passenger automobiles involved in crashes (of whatever severity) 
and the parent vehicle populations 17tom which the,,, are selected are not distributed 
statistically differently ~vith respect to vehicle ages. (This finding held for the samples l'rom 
each of the three counties, and t'or the lumped data treated as a single sample.)* 
(2) When crashes involving passenger automobiles are classified according to crash 
severity, the populations involved in fatal crashes, severe crashes, and minor crashes are 
not distributed statistically differently ~vith respect to vehicle ages. (This finding held for 
the samples from each of the three counties and for the lumped data treated as a single 
sample.) 
I1" the findings had been different--if, t'or example, older vehicles had been over-repre- 
sented in crashes with respect to the total vehicle population--then an inl'erence that 
aging somehow makes crashes more likely (intuitively. through deterioration) ~vould have 
been justified. From that. one might have argued in support of a program for inspecting 
vehicles to ensure continued mechanical soundness. These data do not support such 
conclusions, and, although the data do not allow one to conclude that inspecting vehicles 
cannot influence the potential occurrence of crashes, the findings do suggest (to the 
authors at least) that different phenomena should be investigated before expending re- 
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FI(;. 6. Compara t i ve  vehicle popu la t ion  data (IL)67 samples). 
* With the except ion of  the one case ment ioned  in the footnote  on page 4 6 .  
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On thc other hand. the data do tend to cxpo>e a> m,,th the notion that ' o ld  clunkers" 
are to blamc for a great manx high~a} death>. If anything, nc~ ~ehicle> ma,, be o~er- 
rcprescntcd in cra,,,h populations particulart} fatal crash populations. I Rel'cr to Figs. 
I 3. Ho~e',cr. one mu:,t bear in mind that the trend> do not "'proxc'" o~er-representation. 
~,ince the crash populations and the parent popukttions are not ~,tatisticallv different.) 
A contirmation o/ this h½pothesis would further discount recent >tudies. Buxbaum and 
Colton {1966), Colton and Buxbaum (1968). and Fuchs and Le',eson (1967), fa,,oring 
~ehiclc inspections, because those studies used motor vehicle death rates as the relevant 
criteria. Indeed. an o~er-representation of nex~er vehicles in fatal crashes would suggest 
the existenc0 of causative factors not likel~ to be detected bv inspecting vehicles for 
operating defects. (These same data are being analyzed using other characteristics as 
relevant parameters in an effort to determine whether other factors appear to be involved.) 
The objections might be raised that older cars would not appear to be over-represented 
in crash populations because the,, are driven t'e~er miles per unit time. Certainly. it the 
registered older cars spend more time parked than do the newer ones, they would be less 
exposed to traflq.c hazards. The only data available t\~r this study suggest this is not the case. 
Refer to Fig. 6 sho~ing plots of four vehicle populations: the age distributions (by' model 
year) of the samples from the 1967 registered vehicle populations for each of the three 
counties in the study: and the age distribution (by model , , ea r )o f  the vehicle sample 
(32.916 vehicles) obtained bv the Michigan State Police in their check-lane inspections at 
n~uhip[e locations throughout the State between mid-March 1967 and June 30. 1967. (A 
strict following of the check-lane rules should ha~e produced a random sample dragon 
ITrom the vehicles pass!ng the inspection sites.*) 
A comparison of the distribution of the check-lane sample with that of the registered 
vehicle populations suggests that the.age distribution of the vehicle population exposed 
to the check-lanes is about the"s:ime as that of the total population, but with slightly more 
older cars. The same over-exposure ma3~ prevail with respect to the hazards which produce 
crashes, although that cannot be asserted without further evidence, since the state-wide 
distribution producing the check-lane data could differ from the samples from the three 
counties. Nevertheless. on the surface the data seem to refute any notion that newer cars 
are likely to be over-exposed to tramc hazards relative to their numbers than are older 
ones. 
The second,finding--given that crashes occur, the vehicles involved in the populations 
of fatal, severe, and minor crashes are not-distributed statistically differently with respect 
to age -fails to support any notion that crash~orthiness (resistance to damage once a 
crash occurs) deteriorates with age. By the same reasoning, i~ also faii's to support an 
argument that vehicle design and manufacturing advances have enhanced crashworthiness 
(up through the 1966 model cars). If the data had sho~¢d older vehicles to be more strongly 
associated with fatal and severe crashes than with minor crashes (and, perforce, the con- 
verse for newer cars), then one would have had some evidence for promoting special 
" The data gathered during the." first month (March Apri l  t967) in which check-lane inspections ,,,,ere made 
in Michigan contained slightl} more ne,aer cars than indicated by the six-month totals. Converse[}, the lat~:r 
sample~,, its '.'.ell a~ the s ix-month  a c c u m u l a t i o n ,  shov, ed more older  cars than in the beginning.  Db, cuss ions  
,,,.ith a t'e~', check- lane  opera to rs  suggest  that  they have learned to d i sc r imina te  aga ins t  older cars in choos ing  
cars for ih:,pection from the traffic s t ream.  Fur the rmore .  the res t i tu t ion  of the check- lane  p rog ram part icular l~ 
dur ing  it~ opening  ,*eeks. b rought  a number  o l "vo lun tee r~ , "  ~ho  as a rule drove nev, er vehicles. Consequent ly .  
nc~er  cars may ha,.e been o ' ,c r - rcpresented  in the early check- lane  samples  and older  ones o,,er-repr~:sented in 
litter samples ,  each ba,,ed on the tral l ic  s t reams  being ~,ampted. 
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programs aimed at maintaining crash\vorthiness as vehicles age in hope of reducing the 
severity of the crashes that occur. The data do not provide evidence supporting such an 
approach. 
Had statistically significant differences been lbund among the various populations, 
over-representation ratios {defined in the preceding section) would have been computed 
to obtain a mathematical index of safety for vehicles of each model year. Although these 
findings do not justify using such an index here, the over-representation ratio concept 
should be useful in evaluating safety features which are added to new vehicles. For example, 
suppose a new crash.prevention safety t~ature and a new damage minimization feature 
tire added to automobiles as of model year t970. Then, if the features are successful, 
the crash experience of the population of cars equipped with them should differ from 
that of  the population of cars not so equipped in the following ways: 
1. It" the safety features do inhibit the occurrence of crashes, then cars so equipped 
should exhibit lower crash involvement in the year of introduction than was exhibited 
by new cars introduced without the features in earlier years. To illustrate, suppose new 
1969 vehicles compile an over-representation ratio greater than one during their first year 
in the population, and suppose the 1970 models incorporate a new crash inhibiting feature. 
If this feature is effective, the over-representation ratio for the 1970 models during their 
first year should be less than that compiled by the 1969 models during their first year. 
2. If the features minimize injury upon occurrence of a crash, then of the cars so equipped 
involved in crashes, the proportion of serious injuries to number of crashes should be 
smaller than was experienced by new cars introduced without the features in earlier years. 
In addition to any reduction in the number of crashes (or number per unit of exposure), 
over-representation ratios should be lower for new, safer cars than these ratios were for 
earlier (but not so sate) cars when they were new. However, since new vehicle safety 
standards are being implemented along with renewed emphasis on a safer highway en- 
vironment, changes in over-representati0n ratios, when they occur, may not be discretely 
assignable to any one particular countermeasure. Furthermore, such procedures may be 
valid for evaluating countermeasures only for a few years. If new safety features were to be 
introduced over one or two years, and if no additional features followed for a time, after 
several years the entire vehicle population would be similarly equipped and in later years 
the safety features themselves would not affect the crash performance of new models as 
compared with the new models of  earlier years. 
A F T E R W O R D  
In conducting the study and writing this report, the researchers have attempted to 
remove any biases that might lead to unjustified inferences. However, several experimental 
factors might affect the weight a reader would wish to assign to the conclusions. All but 
one have been pointed out in text, but they are listed here, so that they may be considered 
together. 
1. The number of fatal crashes (and, in individual counties, the number of severe 
crashes) was sometimes smaller than would be required to establish complete confidence 
in the results of the statistical tests imposed. 
2. Automobiles not registered in the study county in which they crashed were not 
removed from the crash populations. 
3. The derivation of truly representative control populations is difficult, and no inde- 
pendent check of the quality of those produced is currently available. 
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4. The data include only crashes reported to the police. Excluded ,,,,ere many crashes 
in which no injuries were suffered and in which property damage to any one car ,,,,as less 
than Sl00. Moreover. authorities believe that a fair percentage of reportable accidents are 
not, in fact, reported. Ho~`` ever. they also belie`.e that virtually all fatal and serious personal 
injury accidents are reported. 
The authors believe that none of these factors seriously impair the validity of the basic 
findings. Nevertheless, if they are thought to be significant with respect to the development 
of safety programs, then the authors recommend that the study be repeated using larger 
samples and eliminating, to the extent practicable, the deficiencies mentioned abo`.e. 
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Drivin~ adjusted control distributions 
The age distribution of the registered passenger vehicles in each county serves as the 
control parameter  for this study. On the surface this choice is not the most desirable. 
However, data are available to produce this control, whereas data for alternative controls 
are not. 
Even though the age distribution of registered vehicles is easy to conceive of, obtaining 
a single measurement representing a changing population over a nine-month time period 
is difficult, Some of the problems may be explained with reference to Fig, A- l ,  which 
presents Washtenaw County data. {Similar figures were constructed from Kalamazoo 
County and Muskegon County.) The ordinate represents the control percentage of any 
given model year in the total sample population from which it was chosen, and the 
abscissa represents time in months and years. Dates of events significant to this work are 
presented chronologically by vertical lines as follows: 
1. On about October 1 of a given year, new model year cars are introduced. The per- 
centage of these cars in the population starts growing from zero at about this date. 
2. The vehicle registration year begins with November  1 ot 'one 'calendar  year and ends 
October 31 of the next. Vehicles registered between November  l and December 3t appear 
in the registration files bearing the date of the next calendar year. 
3. January 1 marks the beginning of the period during which crashes represented in 
this study occurred. 
4. The last day of February is the day on which registrations under the preceding year 
become invalid, and all operating vehicles must have current registrations by this date. 
5. All the original registrations accumulated between" November  I of  the preceding 
calendar year and about  May 15 (the exact date is not clear from the records) of the current 
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Flc;. A I. Age-distribution adjustment diagram. 
calendar year are published about June J-. (Later registrations are filed but not published.) 
The shaded areas on Fig. A-I between 5/1 and 611 represent the publication periods. The 
study population samples were drawn from the published data containing about ninety 
percent of the total number of original registrations for each county. Table A-I confirms 
that observation and shows the registration accumulation rate in the three counties. 
6. To avoid including 1967 models in the study populations the study period ended with 
crashes occurring on September 30, 1966. 
7-8. Recurrence of events 1 and 2 in the succeeding year. 
9-10. Recurrence of events 3 and 4 in the succeeding year. 
Figure A-I shows that the midpoint of the crash study period tails on May 15, which 
is about the time current year registrations are published. The published 1966 registrations 
are believed to understate 1966 model cars. because the publications contain only original 
registrations and many new cars, ag they are purchased, are registered by transfer of current 
licenses from older cars. (In Michigan, registrations remain with the owner, not the 
vehicle, and when a car is traded for a different vehicle, the original registration is trans- 
ferred to the second vehicle.) Therefore, it may be inferred that a number of 1966 model 
cars were registered by. transfer* and were not represented in the published data. If so, 
the percentage of current model vehicles (1966) would be low. On the other hand, the 
* Trunsler registrations represent about 15 per cent of the total in Michigan. We do not know what proportion 
o f  the t ransrers  are to ne',~ vehic les,  
q~ 
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percentage of  1966 model vehicles taken from the 1967 publications should be close to 
the true figure because almost all the 1966 models would have been introduced before the 
1967 registration year and few should have left the population during their first year. 
This is not entirely accurate, o f  course, but should be very close. 
Table A-2  contains the samples drawn from the published registered vehicle popula- 
tions and Table A-3 shows h o ~  large these samples are with respect to the populations 
from which they were drawn. The 1966 and 1967 sample data were adjusted to obtain 
the 1966 population age distributions which serve as the controls in this study. Table 
A-4  contains the adjusted distributions. 
Adjustments were made as follows. First, a point (,41 on Fig. A - l )  was plotted on the 
vertical line through May 15, 1966, showing the control percentage of  the 1966 cars in 
the total 1966 registration sample (data from Table A-2).  Second, a point (A,) was plotted 
at May 15, 1967, showing the control percentage ot" the 1966 cars in tl~e total 1967 
registration sample. Third, the two points were joined by a straight line representing 
uniform growth of the percentage of  1966 vehicles in the total control population. (Similar 
points were plotted and lines drawn for other model years down to 1956. All years--with 
two exceptions in the Muskegon data - - showed  a decline from 1966 to 1967. Although 
the other model year plots are shown on Fig. A - l ,  they are not necessary for the adjusting 
procedure.) Fourth, it was assumed that the 1966 model control percentage began at zero 
as of  1 October 1966 (Point A3) and grew at a uniform rate to the control percentage o f  that 
model.in the 1967-registration data, as of  1 October 1966 (Point 44) when the 1967 models 
were introduced. Points A 3 and A 4 were joined by a straight line. (Although data from the 
stud5, counties are not available to validate the uniform growth rate assumption, the 
national rate was uniform [Fig. A-2] and no local differences are suspected.) Fifth, the 1966 
model control percentage in the adjusted 1966 distribution was obtained at the intersection 
(Point At) or" the uniform growth rate line and the vertical line drawn through May 15, 
1966. (Tlae difference between .4~ and A L could be explained by the transferred registra- 
tions discussed earlier.) 
Adjusting the 1966 model control percentage forced adjustments to each of  the other 
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1 0 6 5  746 8" 14 8-14 
I 1 65 794 8"66 " 16"8 
12 65 909 9-92 26'7 
I 6 6  607 6"62 33"34 
2 66 722 7.88 41-22 
3 66 879 9"59 50-8l 
4 6 6  823 8"98 59"79 
5 66 777 8"48 68"27.  
6 66 753 8"21 76-48 
7 66 833 9"09 85"57 
8 66 744 8" 12 93 '69 
9 66 574 6 '26  99.92 
F~(;. A-2 .  Ra t e  o f  registering new passenger  cars in the United States by mo nth  or" year 
t0 1 6 5 - 1 0  I;66. 
model year control percentages in order to retain a sum of 100 per cent. This was done 
as follows: 
1. Subtract the 1966 model control percentage in the registration sample from the 
adjusted 1966 model control percentage (obtained as outlined above). (A 5-Al on Fig. A-1.)  
2. Subtrac.t the 1966 model control percentage in the 1966 registration sample from the 
.1966 model control percentage in the 1967 sample. (A~=A l on Fig. A-I . )  
3. Add to (2) the 1967 model percentage in the 196-7 registration sample. (Point A 6 
plotted on the vertical line through 5 May 1967.) This sum estimates the infusion of  newly 
manufactured cars into the population between May 15, 1966, and May 15, 1967. Since 
the figures are percentages, the increase for new cars must be offset by an exit of older 
cars from the population. 
4. The number computed in (1) was divided by the number from (3) to determine the 
portion of the adjustment that should be applied to the remaining model year control 
percentages from the 1966 registration sample. Each model year control percentage was 
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Total .Approximate Sample ' Sample 
original number drat~n from is ot'originaI 
Count.~ registrations published published data regist ration.~ 
Kalamazoo 77321 70992 2958 3.82",, 
3,1uskegon 638S4 58440 2435 3.8 I",, 
Washtena~ 80622 73608 3067 3.80",, 
























Muskegon i V*'ashtena~ 3-Counties* 
.Adjusted Computed ]Adjusted Computed Adjusted Computed 
number i ",, number : number 
[ 
8-00 194 i 10"00 336 ! 
12-62 306 ! 19-61 658 ! 
t2-II 294 15.64 525 i 
12"26 298 12"62 423 [ 
I1"66 283 10.18 342 
9'07 220 7"18 241 
10"41 253 7"63 256 
7"63 185 5-48 184 
16"22 394 11-64 391 











* These numbers are generated by summing the computed frequencies over the three counties. 
adjusted by first mul t iplying the ratio so obtained by the difference between the percentages 
(of each model year) as of 1966 and 1967, and then subtract ing the product  from the 1966 
percentage. 
Adjusted control  percentages computed for each county  are tabula ted in Table  A 4 .  
From the products obtained and the averages of the n u m b e r  of data points in the 1966 
and 1967 registration samples, adjusted frequency dis t r ibut ions by model  year were 
calculated for each county  and tabulated (Table A 4 ) .  These served as the control  dis- 
tr ibutions.  The three-counties dis t r ibut ion was obta ined by summing  over data from the 
three countieL 
Sampling J?om the registered vehicle populations 
The Michigan Depar tment  of State publishes passenger vehicle registrations in books 
by county  (and letter prefix within a county) and each page conta ins  a photograph of 
registration forms arranged in a matrix of six columns by eight rows. The first and last 
entry on each page was selected for the samples, making  them just  less than 4 per cent 
of the total populat ions .  In cases of unreadable  entries, the nearest readable one was taken. 
Model year was the only parameter  extracted from the records. 
